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Abstract— Conventi onal hydraulic brake (CHB ) systems used in automoti ve industry have several limi tations and
disadvantages such as the res ponse delay, wear of braking pad, requirement for auxiliary components (e.g. hydraulic
pump, transfer pi pes and brake fl ui d reservoir) and increased overall weight due to the auxiliary components. In this
thesis, the development of a novel electromechanical brake (EMB ) for automoti ve applications is prese nted. Such brake
empl oys mechanical components as well as electrical components, resulting in more reliable and faster braking actuati on.
The proposed electromagnetic brake is a magneto-rheological (MR) brake. The MR brake consists of rotati ng disks
immersed into an MR flui d and an enclosed electromagnet. When current is applied to the electromagnet coil, the MR
flui d solidi fies as its yield stress varies as a function of the magnetic fiel d applied by the electromagnet. This controllable
yield stress produces shear friction on the rotating disks, generating the braking torque. This type of braking system has
the following advantages: faster response, easy implementation of a new controller or existing controllers (e.g. ABS, VSC,
EPB, etc.), less maintenance requirements since there is no material wear and lighter overall weight since it does not
require the auxiliary components used in CHBs. The MRB design process included several critical design steps such as the
magnetic circuit design and material selection as well as other practical considerations such as cooling and sealing. A basic
MRB configuration was selected among possible candi dates and a detailed design was obtained accordi ng to a set of
design criteria. Then, In order to obtain an opti mal MRB design wi th higher braking torque generation capacity and
lower weight, the key design parameters were opti mized, which was required to calculate the braking torque generation in
each iterati on. Next, the opti mum MRB was prototyped. The braking performance of the prototype was tested and
verified, and the experi mental results were shown. Other possible sources of errors are also discussed. Since the prototype
MRB generates much lower braking torque compared to that of a similar size CHB , possible design improve ments are
suggested to further increase the braking torque capacity. These include the relaxation of the optimizati on constrai nts,
introducti on of addi tional disks, and the change in the basic magnetic circuit configuration.
Index Terms—CHB ,EMB,MRB .
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. INTRO DUCTION
A brake is a mechanical device by means of which artificial frictional resistance is applied to a moving machine member, in
order to stop and retard the motion. Inhibit motion or preventing its motion Brakes are generally applied to rotating axles o r wheels,
but may also take other forms such as the surface of a moving fluid. So me vehicles use a combination of braking mechanisms, such
as drag racing cars with both wheel brakes and a parachute, or airplanes with both wheel brakes and drag flaps raised into th e air
during landing. Generally mechanical brakes are used widely because of their simplicity.
Some materials have the ability to change shape or size simply by adding a little bit of heat, or to change it from a liquid to solid
state instantly are called smart materials. Magneto-rheological (MR) fluid is one of the smart materials available. The
conventional friction brake, is a device used to slow or stop a moving object by dissipating its kinetic energy as heat. In order to
make collapsible flu id link to stop the motion of driving shaft, magneto-rheological fluid can be used as a medium. In this process
magnetic field act as actuator and Magneto-rheological flu id operated brake. By this way we can use one of the smart fluids as a
research application.
Magneto-Rheological (MR) fluids consist of stable suspensions of micro-sized, magnetized particles dispersed in a carrier
mediu m such as silicon oil or water. When an external magnetic field is applied, the polarizat ion induced in suspended partic les
results in the MR effect of the MR fluids. The MR effect directly influences the mechanical properties of the MR flu ids. The
suspended particles in the MR fluids become magnetized and align themselves, like chains, with the direction of the magnetic field.
The formu lation of these particle chains restricts the movement of the MR flu ids, thereby increasing the yield stress of the fluids.
The change israpid, reversible and controllable with the magnetic field strength The mechanical properties of the MR fluids c an be
used in the construction of magnetically controlled devices such as the MR flu id rotary brake, or clutch. To design the MR fluid
brake for a given specification, one must establish the relationship between the torque developed by MR fluids and the parame ters
of the structure and the magnetic field strength. In this paper the fundamental design method of the cylindrical MR brake is
investigated theoretically. A Bingham model is used to characterize the constitutive behavior of the MR fluids subject to an
external magnetic field strength.
The theoretical method is developed to analyze the torque transmitted by the MR fluid within the brake. An engineering
expression for the torque is derived to provide the theoretical foundation in the design of the brake. Based on this equation , after
algebraic manipulation, the volume and thickness of the annular MR fluid within the brake is yielded.
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 Mechanical braking system
Role of mechanical braking or frictional braking is very crucial in industries and automobile sectors. Mechanical braking
system includes drum brakes, disc brakes, hydraulic brakes etc. In all the types the braking is dependent on the frictional force
between mating surfaces. So they are called as friction brakes. Friction brakes convert the kinetic energy of a moving body into
heat and dissipate it into the atmosphere. In general there are no coolants to absorb this heat so all hear is given out by na tural or
forced convection only. This is one of the reasons for degradation of the brakes and the brake fades effect.
 Role of brakes in automobile
A brake is the device used to reduce the speed or stop the moving body. The motion could be linear or rotary. In automobiles
the wheels are the main components which give motion to the vehicle and then keep it in that state. So for stopping the vehicle the
motion of the wheels is inhibited and the vehicle is made to stop. It is very essential to reduce the speed of vehicle during turning or
when some object comes into the path of vehicle. The braking is required to be uniform not sudden in o rder to avoid skidding of the
vehicle. The brakes have almost importance when safety of vehicle is considered. They are designed to stop the vehicle in a s hortest
possible distance without locking the wheels.
 Limitations of frictional brake
Many of the ordinary brakes, which are being used now days stop the vehicle by means of mechanical blocking This causes
skidding and wear and tear of the vehicle. And if the speed of the vehicle is very high, the brake cannot provide that much h igh
braking force and it will cause problems. These brakes also make use of brake o il which always have a risk of getting leaked during
operations. And it will co mpletely vanish the braking action in automobile and can cause a threat to lives of passengers.
 Aim of the Project
The main aim of this project is to prepare the magneto rheological flu id for the MR brake which may be used in vehicle
braking system. This project also emphasis on the details of preparation of magneto rheological fluid and fabrication of the
magneto rheological brake to calculate the braking torque.
 Objectives
1. No metal-with-metal friction.
2. No brake pad needed.
3. Simp le design & construction.
4. Hydraulic free: no hydraulic line & need less space requirement.
5. Easy to control (potential to be used for brake-by-wire (BBW) system.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review gives idea about MR flu id and its properties. Given reports gives brief information about limitations of
existing brake and innovative applications of M R flu id exp lained in brief. M R flu id has wide applications due to less power
consumption and very less response time (Milliseconds). Literature review also gives special focus on MR brake and its design
issues. Some papers give in formation about the theoretical and practical analysis of M R brake and design of electro magnet.
Kerem Karakoc et al. have proposed MR brake consists of mult iple rotating disks immersed in a MR fluid enclosed in
electro magnet. The Cu rrent passing through electromagnet produces controllable y ield stress which imparts shear frict ion on
the rotating disks for the generation of the braking torque. In their work the practical design criteria's such as material s election,
sealing, working surface area, viscous torque generation, applied current density, and MR fluid selection were considered to
select a basic automotive MR brake configuration.[i]
Tran Hai NAM and Kyoung Kwan AHN in 2009 proposes a new approach to increase the resistance to rque of an MR
brake using a large-size magnetic particle which can be considered as the roller mentioned above (steel roller or rolling pin).
Due to the cylindrical form of the roller and a line contact between the roller and the surface of the motion part , the steel roller
can contribute to create a stronger magnetic field and larger resistance force than the conventional one. They concluded that
proposed MR brake is having about 200% larger torque than the conventional one.[ii]
Ahmad Zaifazlin. Zainordin, MohdAzman ISSN 2320-4052. In 2013presents experimental evaluations on braking
responses of MR Brake at various current and load.The experiments are performed using MR brake test rig to obtain three
output responses namely the angular velocity response, torque response and load displacement response. The MR brake
generates maximu m torque at high current and causes fast decrement of shaft angular velocity. The effectiveness MR brake
torque happens at minimu m load with low stopping time. [iii]
Stuart W. Charles Department of Chemistry, University of Wales, Bangor, has given a lot of ideas regarding preparation
of nano-sized particles and ferrous -flu ids. Nano-sized ferrite particles can be formed by Wet grinding process which involves
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ball mill. This process usually takes a very long time (1000 hours) and it is mainly for this reason that the process has been
superseded by a rapid and simp le method involving the co -precipitation of metal salts in aqueous solution using a base. [iv]
Mukund A. Patil ISSN: 2249-5762 ISSN : 2249-5770 has proposed Magneto-Rheological (M R) fluid brake is a device to
transmit torque by the shear force of an MR fluid. An MR rotary brake has the property that its braking torque changes quickly
in response to an external magnetic field strength. In this paper, the design method of the cylindrical M R fluid brake is
investigated theoretically. The mechanical part is modeled using Bingham’s equation, an approach to modeling the magnetic
circuit is proposed in this work. [v]
Bhau K. Ku mbhar and Satyajit R. Pat il have given the various MRF component and its proper selection different
properties are exp lained about MR fluid and their developments during recent years. Discussed possible candidates of carrier
flu id, Magnetic Part icles, addit ives and surfactants. [vi]
S. Elizabeth et al. have prepared different samples of MR flu ids. They use silicone oil as a carrier flu id mixed with iron
powder of average size 28 microns. In order to reduce sedimentation rate grease was used as stabilizer. Different samples were
prepared with varying co mposition of stabilizer. Their study includes effect of percentage of additives on different properties of
MR. [vii]
Roger I. Tanner has discussed concept of rheology. His research gives brief history about the development of rheological
concept and experimental analysis. There is a lot of experimental work done on viscosity, but contrary to that very less on t he
normal stresses. [viii]
J. Wang and G.Meng have discussed about basic properties of MR fluid and its applicat ions. Their study describe that
MR flu ids have yield strength of up to 50– 100 kPa, wh ich is higher than ER flu ids. [ix]
III. MATERIAL COMPOSITIO N
Preparation of M R fluid





Co mposition
1.

Synthetic oil = 60%

2.

Grease = 10-12% of synthetic oil

3.

Metal Powder = 40% [with 3-5 microns dia.]

Procedure
1.

First take Synthetic oil & Grease.

2.

Strict ly stir it unidirectional only.

3.

Now, add metal powder simultaneously with stirring the mixture.

4.

We will get MR fluid.

Properties of Co mmercial M R Flu ids
Table: Co mposition of M R flu ids
MR Flu id
X-336A G
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% Iron by volu me

Carrier flu id

Density (g/ml)

36

Silicon Oil

3.47
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Magnetic Properties

Understanding the magnetic properties of MR fluids is important for designing MR fluid -based devices. In many such
devices, the MR flu id represents the largest magnetic reluctance within the magnetic circuit. These magnetic properties may
also prove useful in provid ing insight into the character and format ion of particle structures within the fluid.


Rheological Properties

The rheological properties of flu ids depend on concentration and density of particles, particle size and shape distribution,
properties of the carrier flu id, additional additives, applied field, temperature etc. The magneto rheological effect of the four
MR fluids was measured on a custom rheometer using a 46mm diameter parallel plate geometry set at a 1mm gap. In the
parallel plate geometry, shear rate occurring at the outer radius. The rheometer is capable of applying greater than 1 Tesla
through the fluid sample. At low flu x densities, the fluid stress can be seen to exhibit a power law behavior. As can be seen,
the flu x density at which this saturation occurs increases as magnetic, rheological, t ribology and settling properties of
commercial M R fluids.


Other Important Properties of MR Fluid
Table: Properties of M R Flu id
1.

Viscosity

0.2 – 0.3 Pascal

2.

Density

1.3 – 4 g/cu.cm

3.

Magnetic field strength

150 – 250 KA/ m at 1 amp

4.

Yield point pressure

50 -100 kpa

5.

Temp

-50 to 150℃



Potting of Co il

1.

Potting of coil is done for insulation purpose.

2.

Designed for high voltage coils, this potting material is impervious to vibration and shock, and protects from
mo isture and other corrosive elements.
Types of Potting Compounds are as follows1.

Polyster Resin
Polyster resins are common ly used in electrical potting applications. The formulas’ mechanical
characteristics range fro m flexib le to rig id and can be used in at temperatures up to 180°C. Chemical resistances
of these materials are fair. Their adhesion to metals is good. Their applied cost is made more economical with
the addition of inorganic fillers. The addition of fillers reduces shrinkage during cure.

2.

Epo xy

3.

Hot Melt

4.

Urethanes

5.

Silicone
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UV Cu ring Materials

Co mposition
1.

Hardener -

3 ml

2.

Polyester Resin-

150 ml

Procedure
1.

First of all, take 50 ml Hardener (Araldite) and 150 ml polyester resin.

2.

Apply the polyester resin on the coil.

3.

Then slowly use hardener all over on the coil.

4.

Wait for half an hour.

5.

Potting will be ready.

Precautions
1.

Take right proportion of both solutions.

2.

Wait until it gets solidified.

3.

By taking more hardener, it will get solid ified rap idly and vice versa so use carefully .

IV. ASSEMBLY O F MR BRAKE


Procedure for assembly of the MR b rake
1.

Firstly, oil seals and bearings are mounted in the grooves provided on housing and housing cover properly by press
fit.



2.

Now put housing on the floor and put tapered rollers in the groove provided on the housing.

3.

Put the rotor connected to the shaft in the housing vertically so that lower side of shaft should res t on the ground.

4.

Take M R flu id in conical flask (50 ml) and fill it slowly in the gap between rotor and housing.

5.

Fill it in the gap unless or until it creates 2 mm gap layer on the rotor.

6.

Assemble housing cover on housing by using M8 bolts.

7.

Now connect fly wheel to one end of shaft and other end is connected to motor by coupling.

8.

Mount this assembly on the frame.

Set up Image
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V. ASSEMBLY O F MR BRAKE
 Experimental Braking Torque Calculat ions
Firstly, one side of rope was fixed to the horizontal bar welded on frame, that belt was taken over Pulley through
Flywheel and at the free end dead weights were attached.
It required 4 kg of dead weight to stop the Flywheel.
Therefore,
Torque = Force × Radius of Fly wheel
= F×R
= m×g ×R
= 4×9.81×94
= 3688.56 N-mm
ADVANTA GES
1.

Low power requirement.

2.

Brake pad is not required.

3.

Less wear and tear.

4.

Long life when M R Fluid changed time to time.

5.

Less space requirement as compared to pneumatic and hydraulic breaking system.

LIMITATIONS
1. High density, due to iron particles, makes the system heavy.
2.

High-quality fluids are expensive.

3.

Flu ids are subject to thickening after prolonged use and need replacing.

4.

Battery supply is essential.

5.

Residual magnetis m can affect other ferro magnetic co mponents .

CONCLUSION
1. In this report, innovative idea to make Brake using Magneto rheological fluid is discussed and thereafter it is
analysed by fabricating it .
2.

Also in this system there is no metal to metal friction occurs so wear of compon ents doesn’t take place. So this
mechanical device g ives effective braking effect.

3.

In this system, braking is done by collapsible flu id lin k andnot bythe friction pad therefore there is no wear and tear
of the components.

4.

There are no bulky hydraulic lines are used in the fabrication of the system so the design and construction of the
system is simple and as the brake is applied with help of Brake By Wire (B-B-W).
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